ICKD offers the following two journals for publication of your full papers:

Option 1: Publication in IJKE. Submissions will be reviewed by the conference committees and IJKE Editorial Board, and accepted papers will be published in *International Journal of Knowledge Engineering*, which will be indexed by Google Scholar, Crossref, ProQuest, etc.

Option 2: Publication in IJMLC. Submissions will be reviewed by the conference committees and IJMLC Editorial Board, and accepted papers will be published in *International Journal of Machine Learning and Computing*, which will be indexed by Google Scholar, Crossref, ProQuest, *EI (INSPEC, IET)*, *Scopus*, etc.

Scope of Conference

Authors are invited to submit full papers describing original research work in areas including, but not limited to:

- Novel Algorithms/ Association Rules/ Knowledge engineering and management/ Classification and Ranking/ Clustering/ Text analysis and text understanding/ Machine Learning/ Privacy Preserving Data Mining/ Statistical Methods/ Parallel and Distributed Data Mining/ Interactive and Online Mining/ KDD Process and Human Interaction/ Knowledge Management